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1. Introdnction 

Kulshrestha [1], [2] has investigated a multicomponent system with 
two series subsystems: SI consists of M identical components in 

parallel (all must fail for SI to fail--major breakdown), while 52 con

tains N different components connected in series (the failure of any 

one causes 52 to fail-minor breakdown). In the above papers, the 

repair of any component is possible only when the system stops 

operating, i.e., only when either major or minor breakdown occurs. 

Against his repair policy, we propose the followings: 

( 1) Whenever any of SI-component fails, it is sent to the repair 

station at once and repaired in turn by a single server. 

(2) In a major breakdown, as soon as the SI-component being 

served is repaired, it is reentered and then the system operates again. 

( 3) In-a minor breakdown, as soon as the failed component of 52 

is repaired the system operates again. If a 52-component fails when 

a SI-component is being repaired, (i) it is repaired without delay 
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interrupting the repair of Sl-component-preemptive resume and 

preemptive repeat discipline, (ii) it waits till the S1-component com

pletes its repair-head-of-the-line discipline. 

In special situations, which the system-down inflicts some vast 

loss, it may be required that the system is in operable state as long 

as possible, and that the system returns to operable state as soon as 

possible when it fails. Then we will study in this paper the behavior 

of the system under the repair policies mentioned above. 

2. Definitions and Basic Equations 

The following assumptions are made; 

( 1) The failure time for M (~2) identical components in S1 obeys 

a negative exponential distribution with failure rate ,10, and its repair 

time follows such a general type distribution that 

( 2) The failure time for ith component in S2 obeys a negative 

exponential distribution with failure rate Ai, and its repair time follows 

such a general type distribution that 

N 1 N 

where i=l, 2, ... , N, and we define A=f.jAi and fCt)='Tf.j).diCt). 

C 3) The failures of all components are statistically independent. 

( 4) Each component after repair is considered to be new again 

and it has the same failure time distribution function as initial one. 

Preemptive resume case 
So as to formulate the preemptive resume case let us introduce 

the following notations: 

PoCt): probability that, at time t the system is operating and all com

ponents in S1 are operating. 
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Pm(t, x)dx: probability that, at time t (1) the system is operating, 

and (2) m(1;;;:;:m;;;:;:M-1) components in SI_have failed and the 

elapsed repair time lies between x and x+dx. 

PM(t, x)dx: probability that, at time t the system is down due to 

failure of all component in SI and the elapsed repair time lies 

between x and x+dx. 

Q~(t, x)dx: probability that, at time t (1) the system is down due to 

failure of the ith component of S2 and the elapsed repair time 

lies between x and x+dx, and (2) all components in SI are 
operating. (i=l, 2, "', N) 

Q;"(t, x, y)dxdy: probability that, at time t (1) the system is down 

due to failure of the ith component in S2 and the elapsed repair 

time lies between y and y+dll, and (2) m components of SI had 

failed at time t-y and the elapsed time for a component in SI 

under repair lies between x and x+dx. (m=l, 2, "', M-I, i= 

1,2, "', N) 

By connecting the above state probabilities at time t+h with those 

at time t and taking limits as h~O, we can easily set up the following 
basic equations for the preemptive resume case; 

.Y (t 
+ ~ J/ti(X)Q~(t, x)d.r, 

(
a a ' 

C2) at+ ax +(M-m)AO+~+1l0(X) )P-m(t, x) 

=(1-om,I)(M-m-1)AOPm-l(t, x) 

+ ~~:-x lli(y)Q;'(t, x, y)dy, (1;;;:;:m;;;:;:M-1) 

( 3) ( :t + a~ + llo(X)) PM(t, X)=AoPM- 1(t, x), 

(4) (:t + a~ +lli (y))Q;,.(t, x, y)=O, (1;;;:;:m;;;:;:M-1, l;;;:;:i;;;:;:N) 
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where (3;, j is the Kronecker's delta. 

The above equations are to be solved subject to the following 

boundary conditions and initial condition; 

(6) Pm(t, 0)=0"., IMAOPoCt) + ~>o(X)P"'+1(t, x)dx, (l~m~M-l) 
(7) PM(t, 0)=0, 

(8) Qi(t, O)=AiPO(t) , (l~i~N) 

(9) Q';.(t, X, O)=AiP".(t, x), (l~m~M-l, l~i~N) 

(10) Po (0) = 1. 

3. Solutions of the Problem 

Let the Laplace transform of function pet) be denoted by Pes). 

In order to solve the equations described in the previous section, 

applying the Laplace transform to the set of equations (1)-(9) with 

respect to t under the initial condition (10), and introducing the 

following relation; 

(11) 
M-I (m) _ 

Als, x)=~. . PM-m(s, x), (l~j~M-l) 
m=J J 

it can be shown that the following simultaneous equations hold 

(12) [s+MAo+A(I- !Cs))]Po(s) = 1+ foes, M-l)AM- I(s, 0), 

(13) Om, IMAOPO(S) = . ~l (-I)J+m-M[(M~ \ + (M-
j -1) 

J=M-m-I m/ In 

x!o(s, j)]AiCS, 0), (l~m~M-2) 

(14) OM, 2MAOPO(S) = ~: (-l)J-Ij [1-AO ~:~~t!'-J(f~ ]AlS, 0), 

where !o(s,j)=!o(s+jAo+A(I-!(s))) and U)=O for j<i. 
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Solving the above equations (12), (13) and (14), we obtain Fo(s) and 

Aj(s,O) (j=1, 2, "', M-I), and we can also calculate F.,.(s, x) (m=l, 

2, "', M), Q6(S, x) and Q~,(s, x, y) (m=l, 2, "', M-I, i=l, 2, "', N) 

using them. 

Let 

p.".(t): probability that, at time t the system is operating and just m 
(m=1,2, "', M-I) components in 51 have failed, 

=~: P.".(t, x)dx, 

pet): Probability that, at time t the system is operating irrespective 

of the number of failed components in 51, 
M-I 

= 2J p.".(t). 
m=O 

Then we have 

(15) 

(16) 

F ()- ~l (_I)J-,lf+",( j \_~!o(s, j)-A ( 0' 
m S - j=ii=-m M-m) s+ j1 0+1(1-!(s» J s, ), 

(l~m~M-I) 

F(s)=l-+ foes, 1!!-l)f!M:-l(S,_g)_ 
s+Mlo+l(l--f(s» 

~1( 1)J-l_1-!o(s, fl--A ( 0) + L.J - ., '(1 j-(» J s, . 
j=1 s+ ).<O+A - s 

If the steady-state probability PI(r:;o)= lim pet) exists, applying 
t-oo 

the well-known result in the Laplace transform, we can obtain the 

long-run availability for the preemptive resume case as follows; 

(17) Pr(oo)=limsF(s) 
.-0 

11£-1 1 _ _ 
+ 2J (-1)j-1~(1- jo(jlo»AlO, 0), 

j=1 )AO 

where Aj(o, 0)= lim sA/s, 0). 
8-0 
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By the similar way we can derive the long-run availabilities for 

the other cases; 

Preemptive repeat case 

1 - -
(18) PIJ(oo)= M).o jo().+(M-l»).o)AM-l(O, 0) 

+ _~1 (-I)J-l 1-Jo()..+ j).o) A)(O, 0). 
)=1 ).+ J).o 

Head-afthe-line case 

1 - -
(19) Pm(oo)= M).o {fo().+(M-l»).o)+).g(O, M-l)}AM-l(O, 0) 

+-~l(_I)J-lI-Jo().:j).o) AJCO, 0), 
)=1 ).+J).o 

where g(O, M-l)==~~{~~ Po(x+y)exp [ -~: po(x+y)dy JdY } 

x exp [ -().+(M-l)Ao)x- ~~ po(x)dx JdX. 

AJCs, 0) in (18) and (19) are obtained from (30)-(32) and (33)-(35) in 

Appendix, respectively (see Appendix). 

4. Example 

Let M=3, then in the preemptive resume case we have the follow
ing equations from (12), (13) and (14); 

s+3Ao+)'(I- J(s» 0 

(20) 
-3Ao - Jo(s, 1) 

o 1_).%(s)-Jo(s, 1) 
Ao + ),(1- j(s» 

x :c:~s~)] = [ ~ ]. 
A2(s,0) 0 

-Jo(s, 2) ] 
1+2Jo(s, 2) 

2()'0 Jo(s)- Jo(s, 2) -1) 
2Ao+).(I- j(s» 

Here let D(s) denotes the determinant of coefficient matrix of (20), 

then we have 
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Especially, assuming that all the repair time distributions are 

exponen tial; 

!t(X)=pt exp (- piX) for i=O, 1, 2, ... , N, 

We have 

(23) ;L(O, O)=6Ao(1+po)2/Kl, 

(24) .A2(O, O)=3AO(1+2po)/Kl, 

where PO=AO/po, pt = At!pt for i=1,2,···, N, and 

Kl=(6p~+3po+1) (1+ ~~Pt) +6pi. 

Since the preemptive repeat case becomes the same with the preemp

tive resume case under the above assumptions, therefore we get from 

(17) 

(25) PlC 00) = Pn( 00 )=(6pH3po+1)/Kl. 

Also, in a similar way we have the following for the head-of-the

line case, 

(26) 

where 

Pm ( 00 )={(p*+ 1) (P*+:100+ 1)+6pn/K2 , 

P*=A/po and K2={(p*+1)(p*+3po+1)+6pn 

x (1+ ~Pt)+3Po{p*(p*+2po+1)+2pn. 
While, according to Kulshrestha [2:], in which the repair policy is 

adopted as (1) in major breakdown, all the failed components in SI 

are repaired and (2) in minor breakdown, only the failed component 

in S2 is repaired, his result for the same system have been given as 

follows: 
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a./3 
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Fig. 1. Degree for advantage of PI ( 00), PIIl ( 00) over PK( 00). 
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Fig. 2. Comparison among PI ( 00), Pm( 00) and PK( 00). 
PkXJ), ...... : Pm(oo) (when p*=l), 

-.-.: PK(oo). 
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where Ko denotes the mean repair time for major repair. 

Hence, assuming Ko=3/po by means of his policy for major repair, 

we can compare our results (25) and (26) with Kulshrestha's (27), that 

is, 

(28) 

and 

(29) 
Pm(oo) 

PK ( 00) 

1+6po(7p5+9po +3)/llKl, 

1 +3po{14p5+~~(9-2p*)po-(5p*-6) (p* + 1)}/llK2 . 

Let us denote by a and f' the second term of the RHS of (28) and 

(29), respectively, then a is always nonnegative for any po and Pi, and 

f' is also nonnegative if p*<p" or as long as po> max [0, 

-(9-2p*)+./74p*2_50p*-3 J if p* ?;Jj*, where p*=(25+./ 847 )/74. 
14 

Therefore a and f' show the degree for advantage of our repair 

policies over Kulshrestha's on the operational behavior of this system. 

The values of a and f' (when p* = 1), and the availabilities PlC 00), 
N 

Pm ( 00) and PK ( 00), computed for several values of po and ~ pi are 
i=l 

shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 

Appendix 

The simultaneous equations correspond to (12)-(14) in section 3 

for preemptive repeat and head-of-the-line cases are as follows; 

Preemptive repeat case 

(30) 

(31) 

[s+MAo+A(l- ](S)]Po(S) =1+ ]o(s+A+(M-1)Ao)AM-l(s, 0), 

Om, lMAOPo(S) = . "~l (--l)J+m-M[(M~ ) 
J=M-m-l m 

A](S)(l-]o(S+~l+AO»)+( j ) 
S+A+ jA<1 M-m-1 

X]O(S+A+ jAo) JAlS, 0), (1~m~M-2) 
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(32) o MA F ( )= ~1(_1)j_l' [1- AO(!O(S)-!O(S+A+..10» M,2 0 0 S L.J J '+ ., 
j=1 A JAO 

A!(s)(1-!o(s+..1+ jAO» JA (S 0) 
S+A+ jAo j" 

where u ) =0 for i<O. 

Head-of-the-line case 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

where 

[s+MAo+A(1-!(s»]PO(S) 

=1+[!O(S+A+(M-1)AO)+A!(S)g(s, M-1)]AM-l(S, 0), 

om,IMAoFo(s)=. ~1 (-l)J+"'-M[(M~ )+(M-j -1) 
J=M-m-l m m 

x (!O(S+A+ jAoHA!(S)g(s, j» JAlS, 0), (1~m~M-2) 

OM,2MAoFo(s) = '$1 (-1)J-lj [1- AO(!O(S)~~O(.~+A+ jAO» J 
J=1 J 0 

x AlCs, 0), 

g(s, j)=~~g~ po(x+y)exp [-Sy-~: po(x+y)dy JdY } 

xexp [ -(S+A+ jAO)X-~: po(x)dx JdX. (1~j~M-1) 
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